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Important Notice

The information contained in this document (the “Presentation”) has been prepared and distributed by Deltic Energy PLC (the “Company”). It has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, completion, revision, verification and
further amendment. This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). The securities mentioned herein have not been and
will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or under any U.S. State securities laws, and may not be offered or sold in the United States unless they are registered under the Securities Act or
pursuant to an exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration requirements of the Securities Act. This Presentation is for information purposes only and does not constitute, and the Company is not making, an offer of
securities.

While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or
warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any
interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or
advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions
contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.

Prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the legal, taxation, financial and other consequences of an investment in the Company, including the merits of investing and the risks involved. Prospective investors should not
treat the contents of this Presentation as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters and are advised to consult their own professional advisers concerning any acquisition of shares in the Company. This Presentation should not be
considered a recommendation by the Company or any of its affiliates in relation to any prospective acquisition of shares in the Company.

Certain of the information contained in this Presentation has been obtained from published sources prepared by other parties. Certain other information has been extracted from unpublished sources prepared by other parties which have
been made available to the Company. The Company has not carried out an independent investigation to verify the accuracy and completeness of such third party information. No responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its
directors, officers, employees or agents for the accuracy or completeness of such information.

All statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed represent the directors’ own current assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the date of this Presentation. In
addition, this Presentation contains certain "forward-looking statements", including but not limited to, the statements regarding the Company’s overall objectives and strategic plans, timetables and capital expenditures. Forward-looking
statements express, as at the date of this Presentation, the Company’s plans, estimates, forecasts, projections, opinions, expectations or beliefs as to future events, results or performance. Forward-looking statements involve a number of risks
and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the Company’s control, and there can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate. No representation is made or assurance given that such statements or views are correct or
that the objectives of the Company will be achieved. The reader is cautioned not to place reliance on these statements or views and no responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents in respect
thereof. The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement or other information that is contained in this Presentation. Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or
advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this
Presentation or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.

This document may not be reproduced, copied, published, distributed or circulated, to any third party, in whole or in part, or published in whole or in part for any purpose, without the express prior consent of the Company.
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Board & Management
Driven and highly competent management team with >100 years of UKCS Experience

Graham Swindells 
Chief Executive Officer

Graham joined Deltic as Chief Financial Officer in 2013 and became Chief

Executive in 2018. He previously worked in corporate finance and M&A,

specialising in advising mid and small-cap public companies. Before joining

Deltic, he was a Director in Corporate Finance at Ernst & Young. Previously, he
was a Director in Corporate Finance at Arbuthnot Securities where he gained

significant natural resources experience acting as nominated adviser and

broker. He qualified as a Chartered Accountant in Scotland working for BDO

and subsequently PwC.

Andrew Nunn 
Chief Operating Officer

Andrew is a Chartered Geologist with over 20 years of experience working on

exploration, mining and geo-environmental projects in Europe, Australasia and

Africa. For the last 10 years he has worked on a wide variety of UK and

European conventional and unconventional gas projects with a primary focus

on Carboniferous aged reservoirs. Andrew’s previous role was as Exploration

Manager for Dart Energy. He holds a B.Sc. (Hons) in Economic Geology and an

M.Sc. in Environmental Management. Andrew was appointed as a Director of

the Oil and Gas Independents’ Association (OGIA) in February 2020.

Peter Cowley
Non-Executive Director

Peter Cowley is a geologist with 50 years of international experience in the

minerals industry and has been involved in the discovery and development

of a number of gold mines in Africa. Peter was previously Managing

Director of Ashanti Exploration Limited, Group Technical Director of Cluff

Resources Plc, CEO of Banro Corporation and is currently President and a

Director of Loncor Resources Inc. He holds M.Sc. and M.B.A. degrees and

is a Fellow of I.M.M.M.

Mark Lappin
Non-Executive Chairman

Mark has over 35 years of experience in the oil and gas industry. Mark’s

recent roles include Technical Director at Cuadrilla and prior to that Sub-

Surface Director for UK and Netherlands at Centrica. Mark began his career

as a Geophysicist at Phillips Petroleum and has held senior technical and

commercial roles with Phillips, Exxon Mobil and Dart Energy. Mark’s North

Sea focussed operational, commercial and super-major E&P experience will

be hugely valuable as the company moves into the next stage of its

development. Mark is a Visiting Professor at University of Strathclyde

Centre for Energy Policy.

Sarah McLeod 
Chief Financial Officer

Sarah joined Deltic as Chief Financial Officer in January 2020. Sarah has 20

years experience in the international oil and gas industry. She previously held

the position of Group Financial Controller at New Age. Sarah spent 10 years

with ConocoPhillips in a variety of senior financial and strategic roles and

also two years with Maersk Oil. She started her career with Deloitte,

spending six years in its oil and gas team during which time she qualified as

a Chartered Accountant.

Peter Nicol
Non-Executive Director

Peter has 40 years of experience in the energy sector. He was previously

Head of Oil & Gas at GMP Securities Europe, Global Sector Director of Oil

& Gas Research at ABN Amro & Head of European Oil & Gas Research

at Goldman Sachs. Peter is a non-executive director of exploration

focussed Touchstone Exploration Inc. & Eco (Atlantic) Oil & Gas Ltd, both

of which are AIM quoted. He is also an independent director of ERC

Equipoise Limited. Peter started his career with British National Oil

Corporation & holds a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics & Economics

from Strathclyde University
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Teesside
Pensacola

Selene

St Fergus

Easington

Bacton

Syros

Capricorn JV 
Area

Our DNA

TWO SHELL OPERATED WELLS FROM Q4 2022
Deltic are participating in two wells targeting gross P50 resources of >600BCF

(c. 260BCF or c. 50mmboe net to Deltic).  

Pensacola well started drilling operations in November 2022

Selene well expected within 12-18 months depending on Shell rig availability

Capricorn partnership expected to deliver further wells  

DELTIC ENERGY
Small team of explorationists with over 100 years of experience within the E&P industry

Dedicated to high quality technical work and identification of robust drilling opportunities 

Proven ability to attract world class partners in Shell and Capricorn providing validation of 

our technical approach and licensing strategy 

UK GAS FOCUSED PORTFOLIO
Low risk, high impact, infrastructure led, exploration portfolio in mature SNS & CNS

9 licences in total, many containing multiple prospects

Heavily weighted towards natural gas – key fuel in transition to low carbon future

Net P50 prospective resources of more than 1.25 TCF (c. 200 mmboe)

EXPLORATION SUCCESS
Shareholders positioned to gain from the significant value upside arising from exploration success 

Assets are located in close proximity to existing infrastructure enhancing project economics, reducing 

carbon intensity and facilitating rapid development.
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Investor Base and Capital Structure
Strong and supportive shareholder base

Key shareholders * Capital Structure

* As at 31st July 2022

Shares in issue 1,862m

Options 163m

Free float 80.8%

Cash at 30th June 2022 £7.6m

Placing and Open Offer net proceeds 

(received Oct 2022)

£15.1m

Debt NIL

IPGL (Michael Spencer)
18.8%

Richard 
Sneller
9.7%

Hargreaves 
Lansdown 

8.7%

Interactive Investor
8.0%

Canaccord
7.9%

Janus Henderson 
5.0%

Fiske 4.0%

Holders of <3%
37.9%

* At 30th November 2022
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▪ Asset sales / divestment could fund future drilling

▪ Potential to provide shareholder returns through any excess 

capital 

▪ Potential acquisition/swap of licence equity for production 

assets to fund drilling

▪ Well understood subsurface & legacy data

▪ Established export infrastructure 

▪ Full lifecycle ‘ecosystem’ with many developers

▪ Energy Profits Levy (May/Nov 2022) investment allowance 

expected to encourage more exploration activities 

▪ Regular licensing rounds

Strategy
Identify. Explore. Monetise. Repeat.

> ORGANIC PORTFOLIO BUILD

> CONVEYOR BELT OF DRILLING     

OPPORTUNITIES

> PROSPECT MATURATION  

> FARM-OUT PROCESS

> SEISMIC ACQUISITION  

> EXPLORATORY DRILLING 

> OPTIONAL APPRAISAL

> FURTHER FARM DOWN

> PROJECT EXIT 

> REINVEST

Gas dominated portfolio

▪ Increasingly important transition fuel

▪ High petrochemical / hydrogen demand

▪ UK increasingly reliant on foreign gas imports/LNG

▪ Positive medium to long term pricing trends

Exploration and appraisal

▪ Low cost entry point via regular licence rounds

▪ Greatest uplift per £ invested in cycle

▪ Small team and low overheads

▪ No decommissioning exposure

UKCS mature basins 

Capital growth via the drill bit
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Commitment to ESG
Health & Safety. Environment. Net Social Benefit. 

Health & Safety

▪ Health and safety of staff, public and other stakeholders is a 

key business priority 

▪ Key RIDDOR stats published in Annual Report from 2021

Environment

▪ UK natural gas focussed exploration portfolio

▪ Blue Hydrogen is key to transition and UK Net Zero Goals

▪ Natural gas is only viable feedstock for hydrogen in near term

▪ Increasing gap between UK gas demand and production

▪ UK produced natural gas has lower CO2 intensity than LNG

▪ Minimise impact through design and strict HS&E controls at 

the point of production

Focus on Net Social Benefit

▪ Recognise that natural gas is integral part of society

▪ Petrochemicals, domestic heating and hydrogen

▪ Maximise the benefits and mitigate drawbacks of natural gas  

▪ UK production = UK jobs, tax revenues & security of supply

Governance

▪ Strong corporate governance 

▪ Board supported policies for H&S, Environment & ESG

▪ Assessment of the ESG issues plays a central role in 

strategic decision making 

▪ Climate related disclosures in Annual Reports from 2021

> STRONG INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS

> FULLLY SUPPORTIVE OF ESG GOALS

> ESG ASSESSED AT STRATEGIC 

AND TRANSACTIONAL LEVELS

> GAS FOCUSSED STRATEGY

> KEY TRANSITION FUEL  

> NET ZERO ALIGNMENT

> LOCAL IS BETTER

> UK JOBS AND SKILLS

> UK TAX REVENUES

> SOCIAL BENEFIT v’s IMPACT 
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Importance of UK Natural Gas
Security of supply, UK jobs and tax revenues

2022 British Energy Security Strategy

▪ Recognises the role and requirement of natural gas for decades to come

▪ Prioritises UK domestic gas production over imported gas

▪ Confirmed new licensing round which commenced in October 2022

▪ Established ‘Regulatory Accelerators’ to reduce time from discovery to first production

▪ Energy Profits Levy 2022 introduced new tax relief to stimulate investment in UK E&P activity

In 2021 over half of UK gas consumption was met by imports 

▪ The UK was spending over £133 million per day to import gas in 12 months to April 20221

▪ UK gas production predicted to decline by 80% by 2030 without new investment2

2021 UK North Sea Transition Deal

▪ Emphasises the crucial role of natural gas in meeting Net Zero goals

▪ Highlights the importance of UK production in reducing reliance on imports

▪ Recognises that UK production supports skilled UK employment and creates UK tax 

revenues

UK produced natural gas is less carbon Intensive than LNG imports 

▪ The emissions intensity of UK gas production is circa. 60% less than the average LNG import

▪ OEUK Roadmap 2035 is designed to further reduce the emissions intensity of UK gas 

production 

▪ Displacing higher CO2 imports with UK based production is highly desirable from a global 

emissions standpoint 

1. Source:  Office for National Statistics (June 2022)     2. Source:  Offshore Energies UK (April 2022)
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▪ 680km2 of new 3D data shot in 2021 

▪ Processed 3D seismic data delivered in May 2022

▪ Opportunities in the Carboniferous and Leman

▪ JV  looking to mature well prospects with a view to making 

its first well investment decision in 2023

▪ Re-awarded to Deltic in 32nd licensing round

▪ TCF scale potential in the early Carboniferous

▪ 100% 3D seismic coverage – updated depth migration 

processing during 2022

▪ Significant further exploration upside on-block

▪ 3 Licences awarded in 32nd Round Awards

▪ Underexplored area between Breagh and Tolmount

▪ Covers the Prometheus discovery 

▪ Mixed vintage 2D and 3D seismic available

▪ Opportunities in Carboniferous, Leman and Zechstein

▪ Leman Sandstone 4-way Dip Closed Structure 

▪ Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 318 BCF

▪ GCoS of 70%

▪ Farmed out to Shell in Q2 2019

▪ Positive well investment decision taken by Shell in July 2022 

▪ Selene now a firm well commitment. 

▪ Zechstein Carbonate Reef

▪ Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 309 BCF

▪ GCoS of 55%

▪ Farmed out to Shell in 2019

▪ 420km2 of new 3D shot in August 2019

▪ Maersk Resilient commenced drilling the Pensacola well in 

November 2022

▪ Expected drilling operations of 60 to 90 days

Southern North Sea Licence Portfolio
Strategic acreage position in underexplored area of world class gas basin

P2252/8: Pensacola (30% DELT, 65% Shell, 5% ONE-Dyas)

P2560/1/2 (30% DELT, 70% Capricorn)

P2428 (40% DELT, 60% Capricorn)

P2567 (40% DELT, 60% Capricorn)

P2437: Selene (50% DELT, 50% Shell)
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P2252 – Pensacola (30% WI)
Well Commenced Drilling November 2022

309 BCF / 59mmboe

P50 Prospective 

Resources

GCoS 

of 

55%

Maersk Resilient 

started drilling 

operations in 

November 2022

▪ In line with Deltic’s strategy we will look to crystallise value in the event of exploration success

▪ The retained 30% WI gives significant flexibility post-discovery including potential options to: 

▪ Divest to established E&P company for cash

▪ Undertake an asset swap to access a production cash flow 

▪ Farm-down to insulate from cost exposure through the appraisal and development phases 

Crystallisation of value post discovery

▪ Pensacola is a high impact, play opening well in emerging SNS Zechstein Reef fairway

▪ Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 309 BCF (P90-P10 Range = 39 to 1,181 BCF)

▪ GCoS of 55%

▪ Maersk Resilient jack-up rig started drilling operations in November 2022

▪ Well operations expected to take 60 to 90 days

Fully funded, high impact exploration well operated by Shell

▪ Significant period of post-well laboratory analysis of drill core & gas samples to be completed

▪ The well and laboratory data to be incorporated into the geological model

▪ The updated model will drive the scope and design of the appraisal drilling programme

▪ Conceptual field development scenarios to be worked in parallel with appraisal activity

▪ Potential for appraisal drilling in 2024 and development plan targeting first gas in 2026-27

Next Steps – assuming successful well test

Economic metric Value*

Post-tax Project unrisked NPV $503m gross / $151m net

P/Share at ~80p per therm (unrisked) 7 p

Unrisked NPV $/boe $10

Development Payback period 3 years

Economic life 20 years

Cost per boe $12 capex + $5 opex/tariff

Gas Resource Gross 307 bcf

Breakeven Gas Price 30p/therm

*Valuation based on Deltic’s internal economic model
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▪ Positioned in the mature Leman Sandstone Fairway surrounded by legacy discoveries 

▪ Modern workflows solved previous depth conversion challenges with this significant opportunity 

▪ Updated depth structure maps explains gas presence in the legacy 48/8b-2 well

▪ Located close to strategic infrastructure, including Barque and Clipper, operated by Shell which 

provides long term offtake options

▪ 4-way dip closed structure in the proven Leman Sandstone with 100% 3D seismic coverage

▪ Gross P50 Prospective Resources of 318 BCF (P90-P10 Range = 132 to 581 BCF)

▪ GCoS of 70% - upgraded from 30% as a result of detailed technical evaluation 

▪ Significant potential to improve recovery factors through optimisation of production well design –

current volumetric estimate uses conservative maximum RF of <50%.

▪ Attracted world class partner in Shell through 2019 farm out process

▪ Shell to pay for 75% of the costs of the first well up to a gross cost of USD$25M 

▪ Positive well investment decision made by Shell and Deltic at end July 2022.

▪ Deltic’s 50% WI allows for further farm down either pre or post drilling 

P2437 – Selene (50% WI)
Shell Operated Exploration Well

318 BCF / 60mmboe

P50  Prospective 

Resources

GCOS

Of

70%

Deltic carried by 

Shell. Deltic paying 

25% of well costs 

with 50% equity

Selene Prospect

Largest unappraised structure in the Leman Fairway 

Partnered with Shell

Economic metric Value*

Post-tax Project unrisked NPV $568m gross / $284m net

P/Share at ~80p per therm (unrisked) 13 p

Unrisked NPV $/boe $11

Development Payback period 2.5 years

Economic life 20 years

Cost per boe $8 capex + $9 opex/tariff

Gas Resource Gross 318 bcf

Breakeven Gas Price 25p/therm

*Valuation based on Deltic’s internal economic model
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▪ UK Natural Gas Spot Price on 29 November 2022 was c. 306 p/therm

▪ Gas prices rebounded dramatically in 2021 and gas prices are predicted to remain both 

higher and more volatile for a number of years.

▪ Recent NBP futures curves predict UK gas prices over 90p/therm to at least 2028

▪ This structural change in gas price provides significant upside over Deltic’s baseline 

economic assumptions for both Pensacola and Selene

Impact of Gas Price on Project Economics
Structural changes in gas pricing provides significant upside on baseline economics

UK Natural Gas – NBP Historic & Forward Curve (p/therm)
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Energy Profits Levy (‘EPL’)
Super-deduction presents significant opportunity for Deltic

Tax Super-Deduction:  £100 spend costs an Operator ~£9 after tax relief

46

45

9

46.25% Original tax relief

45.15% Energy Profit Levy tax relief

8.60% Net cost to Operator

£100 spend

▪ Investment allowance significantly enhances economics from investment in Deltic exploration

▪ Facilitates future farm-down of existing licences on more attractive terms 

▪ Potential to accelerate further farm-out processes e.g. Syros ILX project in the CNS 

Recent tax changes creates opportunity for UK Explorers

12

11

2

£25m well cost

▪ New 35% surcharge on companies earning profits from the oil and gas sector

▪ Deltic will largely be sheltered from the new regime due to exploration focus

▪ EPL new investment allowance providing 91p tax saving for every £1 invested in UK oil and gas

Future Scenario: Syros potential ILX tie-back development

▪ Incoming party takes 60% WI in a Deltic Licence

▪ Incoming party pays 100% costs of first exploration well

▪ Assume exploration well cost of GBP£25M

▪ Exploration well drilled in 2024

▪ Field Volumes: 24.5 mmboe 

▪ USD$80/bbl and 80p/therm price

▪ Development in 2026/27

Enhanced economics from investment in Deltic exploration *

+20% value on 

Project economics (NPV10)
Significant reduction in net capex 

costs with new investment allowance

Illustrative Example

* Assuming incoming party being subject to 35% EPL
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Capricorn JV
Carried pre-drill work programme with the potential to deliver 5 additional wells

▪ 40% Deltic, 60% Capricorn (Operator)

▪ 680km2 new 3D seismic acquired in Q4 2021

▪ Processed data delivered May 2022

▪ Interpretation of new seismic data is ongoing

▪ Integrating sedimentological studies & basin models 

▪ Prospects & leads at multiple levels identified

▪ Carboniferous – Cupertino

▪ Leman – Richmond and Romford

▪ Significant resource potential identified on legacy 2D 

data will be re-assessed on new 3D seismic

▪ 40% Deltic, 60% Capricorn (Operator)

▪ Legacy 3D seismic data coverage

▪ Capricorn evaluating reprocessing tenders

▪ Expect reprocessed data late 2022 / early 2023

▪ Significant regional work using legacy data ongoing

▪ Prospects & leads at multiple levels identified

▪ Carboniferous – Cadence and Cordova

▪ Triassic – Basset and Bathurst

▪ 30% Deltic, 70% Capricorn (Operator)

▪ Underexplored area with proven hydrocarbon system

▪ Adjacent to Breagh infrastructure

▪ Expect reprocessed data early 2023

▪ Collating & integrating significant legacy geotechnical 

datasets

▪ Prospects & leads at multiple levels identified with 

maturation work ongoing

▪ Carboniferous – Lochran and Lorg

▪ Zechstein – Lochran Reef

▪ 30% Deltic, 70% Capricorn (Operator)

▪ Underexplored area with proven hydrocarbon system

▪ Contains Prometheus discovery (marginal volumes)

▪ Located immediately North of Tolmount development

▪ Prospects & leads at multiple levels identified with 

maturation work ongoing

▪ Carboniferous – Seamer East & West

▪ Leman – Prometheus 

▪ 30% Deltic, 70% Capricorn (Operator)

▪ Underexplored area with proven hydrocarbon system

▪ Currently acquiring legacy seismic datasets

▪ Prospects & leads at multiple levels identified with 

maturation work ongoing

▪ Carboniferous – Ptelea N and Chichester

▪ Leman – Raleigh and Rugby

▪ Zechstein – Portsmouth and Portland

P2560 – Breagh South

P2562 – Prometheus Area

P2428 – Cupertino Area

P2567 – Cadence Area

P2561 – Breagh SE
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▪ Farm-out process underway 

▪ Aiming to attract an established Operator with firm commitment to drilling activity in 2024

▪ P50 Oil in Place of 61 mmboe

▪ P50 Prospective Resources of 24.5 mmboe (P90-P10 Range = 13.7 to 39.7 mmboe)

▪ GCoS of 58% - key risk is migration although similar to offset fields like Cayley & Shaw

▪ Normal pressure, normal temperature

▪ 90m water depth – jack-up territory keeps well costs low

▪ Multiple different offtake options within 6-15 kms 

▪ Rotated Fulmar fault block imaged on newly reprocessed Cornerstone Evolution 3D seismic 

▪ Interpretation of newly re-processed seismic data demonstrates a robust structure

▪ Syros is highly analogous to producing fields including Cayley, Wood and Shaw

▪ Significant offtake infrastructure located around the Montrose-Arbroath high  

P2542 - Syros (100% Deltic) 
Central North Sea Oil Prospect

24.5 mmboe

P50  Prospective 

Resources

GCoS

Of

58%

Farm-out 

commenced 

Syros Prospect

Updated interpretation using newly available 3D seismic dataset 

Farm-out process commenced 

Soft low impedance 
unit representative 

of Fulmar sands

W

Syros

E
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▪ Significant investment in data and subsurface evaluation to support future licence applications

▪ Deltic’s technical team have identified a diverse range of potential targets including legacy 

discoveries and new targets in the Rotliegendes and Zechstein plays 

▪ Maximising success requires further investment in seismic data and specialist analysis to support 

the application process

▪ Deltic have applied for licences in 28th, 30th & 32nd Rounds – high success rate in SNS

▪ Applications will be made on both a 100% basis and in collaboration with selected partners

▪ Proven ability to convert licence awards into farm-outs with partners including Shell & Capricorn

▪ Previous farm-outs have included carries on high value 3D seismic work programmes and well 

drilling options

▪ 33rd licensing round launched in October 2022

▪ New licences expected to be awarded in Q2 2023

▪ Provides a low cost opportunity to re-build the operated portfolio enhancing scale and optionality

▪ Primary focus will be on gas prospectivity across core SNS area of interest where Deltic can 

leverage its extensive knowledge base

33rd Offshore Licensing Round
Opportunity to further expand asset base

New UK Energy Strategy Accelerates Timing of 33rd Round

Building on Successful Track Record

Technical Evaluation is Well Advanced

Zechstein 
AoI
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Indicative Operational Timeline
Active schedule with a funded pathway to drilling activity

PENSACOLA

SELENE

SYROS

P2252

P2437

P2428

P2567

P2560/61/62

P2542 Farm-out Process

*1

*2

*1

* 1 Subject to positive Well Investment Decision 
*2 Subject to successful farm-out 

Q4

2022

Q1

2023

Prospect Maturation

Seismic Reprocessing
*1

Permitting, Site Survey & Well Planning

Q2

2023

Q3

2023

Q4

2023

WID

Site Survey & Well Planning

H1

2024

Gross P50 

Prospective Resource

for committed wells

BCF / MMBOE / WI%

309 / 59 / 30% 

318 / 60 / 50% 

Well Planning

Prospect Maturation WID Well Planning

Prospect Maturation WID Planning

Post Well Studies

100% 

30% 

40% 

40% 

H2

2024 2025
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Deltic is delivering on its business plan 

Uniquely poised for exploration success

Right product – gas is recognised as key transition fuel with prices at record highs

Right place – world class gas basin

Right time – multiple high impact catalysts over the coming year including the Company’s first exploration well

Two exploration wells with Shell targeting gross P50 resources >600BCF (c. 260BCF net to Deltic) 

First exploration well on the Pensacola Prospect commenced drilling in November 2022

Second exploration well will be drilled on the Selene Prospect

Assuming success, developments have combined unrisked post-tax NPV of USD$435M* net to Deltic 

Capricorn JV has the potential to deliver multiple SNS exploration wells  

Ongoing farm-out process on Syros could deliver a further exploration well in the CNS  

New licence round launched in October 2022 – opportunity to further grow and diversify the portfolio

* Management’s view assuming P50 recoverable volumes and gas price of 80p/therm



Deltic Energy Plc

First Floor
The Old Fire Station
150 Waterloo Road
London
SE1 8SB
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)20 7887 2630
admin@deltic-energy.com

Follow DLTC at 

Investor Relations Queries
Camarco

107 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6DN
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)20 3757 4980
CNR@camarco.co.uk

Deltic Energy Plc

First Floor
150 Waterloo Road
London
SE1 8SB
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)20 7887 2630
ir@delticenergy.com
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